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For Public Release

Subj: Election Integrity
It is my understanding the County is considering accepting federal funds to purchase additional ES&S voting machines.
Such action would, in my opinion: violate your fiduciary duty to the people of this county, violate your oaths of office,
violate the principles of dual jurisdiction established by the Constitution for The United States of America and confirmed
by decisions of the Supreme Court, and threaten the republic.
On behalf of the residents of Flathead County, I therefore submit my comments for your consideration. FYI, I have a BSEE,
an MBA, and worked at leading edge high-tech companies the inception of the industry, including Intel. I know my way
around technology, computers, math, formulas, and spreadsheets.
Whether or not you accept these conclusions, it cannot be denied there is more than sufficient pretext to slow down, hold
off on any purchases until full forensic audits have been completed. The People have a right to be deeply concerned. Trump
was pursued with absolutely no pretext. The rationale offered: “We have to conduct the investigations to find out what is
there. It is not political. It is our duty to the American people.” Well, reciprocity applies and we have an overwhelmingly
justifiable pretext. “Conduct the audit to find out what is there. It is not political. It is your duty to the American people.”

The Math
Several qualified mathematicians have evaluated the elections data nationwide, each from a different perspective, each
reaching the following same conclusions. If the datasets used are legitimate, the conclusions are conclusive.

• Electronic Fraud The date indicates the reported vote counts were electronically manipulated, on a real-time basis,
from a centralized national, possibly global location. This is in addition to “organic” methods of voter fraud
(duplication of ballots, running ballots through multiple times, fake ballots, ballot harvesting, etc.).

• Central Control During the course of the election day, these machines were manipulating reported vote counts, likely

in communication with a central supervisory computer sending instructions to the separate voting machines.
Collectively, the machines worked as one large computer. It is likely these efforts were coordinated by human assets,
as well.
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• Rigged The outcomes of the election were predetermined, by state. Every state was affected, including Montana. The
manipulation amounted to not a few, rather millions of falsified votes. The “actual” vote counts were manipulated
using commonly known mathematical models. The methods and formulas have been ferreted out.

• Equalizer A commonly used mathematical function, known as a 6th order polynomial, was used to set the desired

endpoints for each state, expressed as a percentage of Trump-to-Biden votes. Because of the similarity to an audio
equalizer, I will call this equation the Equalizer. The 2010 census data was likely used as the basis, shifted 10 years
and adjusted for age. Using only the Equalizer and the adjusted 2010 census, it is possible to predict the reported vote
counts of every state with a correlation factor of 97% or greater. Conclusion: The desired vote outcomes were
determined by mathematical formulations. Our patriot mathematicians figured out how.

• Cruise Control The machines were pre-programmed with a commonly used engineering algorithm known as a PID
function (Proportional, Integral, Derivative). These control functions smoothly move from starting values to target
endpoints, in this case from the initial votes (actual) election result to the desired vote outcomes, expressed as a ratio
of Trump to Biden votes. The PID algorithm was the same in every machine, only the parameters were varied by
state. On election day, vote totals are provided at intervals. When these totals are plotted and charted against time, the
PID curves can be seen.

• Panic Votes for Trump exceeded all expectations. Trump unexpectedly won Florida, for example. Despite their best

efforts and delays to produce a Biden win, the pre-programmed PID coefficients were unable to manipulate the votes
fast enough to meet targets. The response was to adjust machines in the remaining states to make up for the lost
electoral votes and PR value while their polls were still open, Arizona for example. This explains the resets and
delays of machines in Arizona, Pennsylvania and other states, and why Fox News called Arizona for Trump long
before it could have been mathematically certain.

• Manipulations Two methods were interactively used to push the lagging numbers to Biden. Both are readily

identifiable on graphs and tables of election results reported by reporting intervals. These perturbations appear in the
graphs of all 50 states.

• Switches show up on the graphs as noticeable drops in votes for one candidate in favor of another, typically favoring
Biden. Switches typically happen in one reporting interval.

• Resets appear as sharp changes in vote totals, followed by a short correction period, then a return to a smooth PID
curve but at an accelerated rate, indicating a change in the PID coefficients.

• Synchronization The resets and switches are common features across all 50 states. Moreover, they happened at

proximately the same time—generally in the middle of night, corresponding to known periods of backroom activities
and shutdowns.

• Tracking In addition to all the above, the Trump/Biden curves track each other, not just closely, but in some cases to
the 4th decimal point. The reported numbers are calculated, not actual numbers.

• PCAPs Communications between computers occur in packets. It is possible to record a stream of packets, and thereby
reconstruct the communications. This is called a “packet capture”, or PCAP for short. Lindell’s team claims to have
secured a copy of the communications between the voter machines and the central point of compilation. This would
make it possible to determine the true vote counts with exact precision.

Conclusions
It can no longer be denied we are in the midst of a domestic revolutionary Communist coup, complete with voter fraud and
its equivalent of brownshirts who seek to suppress free speech and prevent a response by drilling fear into every heart. It is
rushing at blitzkrieg speeds to reach the goals it has been seeking for the past several decades, namely, the establishment of
a single, Communist Party similar to those established in the USSR and Communist China. If it succeeds, our children and
grandchildren—your children and grandchildren—will suffer the political equivalent of slavery. This is not an
overstatement. It is established history. The election system has provably been taken over and manipulated at a national, if
not global level. Mass invasion and the continued use of electronic voting machines are the strategies planned to insure
success. Many advocate waiting for the 2022 election. “We’ll get them then, by golly!” It is utter folly. If we do not act
now, and act boldly, it will all be over by then. It is now or never. The Restoration starts with 2020!
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Systemic Problems
How did we get here as afederation? Ashamedly, it is because we do not have representative government, and have not for
along time. Governments at all levels extort taxes from the People, at the threat of property confiscation, allegedly to
represent them, then sell our government powers—legislation, enforcement, courts, taxation—to just about any foreign
interest that will give them money: the federal government, George Soros, PACs, unions, etc. Literally, government is for

sale. Shame on everybody. Furthermore, despite claiming to be constitutional, many if not most representatives do not
actually want the People empowered, refusing even to send out ballots to let the People vote on the issues themselves.
Finally, they choose to vote their personal “conscience” rather than carry forward the voice of the Majority.

The People have aright to be enraged. We are thwarted at every turn. We pay the bills, but are abused in return. Yes, it is an
abusive relationship, one the People should no longer endure. The powers created to protect the People are used to defeat
us. Either governments cut off all monetary and political ties to outside interests, else abandon any claim to our taxes and

the power that derive from the People—law making, enforcement, taxation, courts—that we pay to secure our interests,
and. none other. Government employees are our hired fiduciaries. They need to act like it.

Requests
It is therefore requested that you affirmatively, aggressively, and promptly:
!Decline the federal money that is apparently being offered to purchase these machines.
!Do not purchase more electronic voting machines.

!Replace all electronic voting machines with punch cards, and adopt arevised system that meets the
recommendations made herein.

!Initiate at the county level, at county expense, without waiting for the state, afull forensic audit of the Flathead
County 2020 election—^presidential and downline elections.
!Encourage your counterparts in other counties and the state to do the same.
Now is the time for leadership. It is for times like these that public servants swear allegiance to uphold the Constitution for
the United States. This oath, your duty, requires you to protect the principles, inalienable rights, property, and lives of the
people you represent—and none other.

Election Integrity
Election integrity is not an option. The country is founded on the principle of government of, by, and for the People.
Without honest participation and representation, America dies. An honest election would incorporate the following:
.Accountability—full documentation and chain of custody. Automatic termination and severe criminal penalties for
violations.

!Accuracy—voter roll purges prior to election.
!Auditable—numbered paper ballots, preferably the original paper ballots. All subsequent analysis traceable to the
ballots.

!Dual verification—automatically scanned images of every ballot, separately routed from the physical ballots, and
publicly placed online (the next day) where voters can validate.
!Mechanical—no computers to be used anywhere. Fixed-function, disconnected machines only.
!Personal—In-person voting only. No ballot harvesting.
!Singularity—one election day.
.Transparency—publicly and freely post all election results, databases, and ballots.
!Uncoerced—no interim reports during election day—no straw polls, no early voter results, no “polls”.
!Verification—voter ID and signature verification, photos of voters.
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is the solution. Sincerely yours.

V
Kirk MacKenzie !Bigfork, MT 59911 !Kirk@DefendRuralAmerica.com
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